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Tiffany & Co. will be opening the doors  of its  New York workshops  to the public for the firs t time. Image courtesy of Tiffany & Co.
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French luxury conglomerate LVMH Mot Hennessy Louis Vuitton's fifth edition of Les Journes Particulires is
ushering in select houses' first presences at the event.

The fifth edition will be several maisons first time at the event, including Belmond, which will hold several
contemporary art exhibitions in the gardens of its  hotels in Italy. LVMH's Les Journes Particulires will take place on
October 14, 15 and 16 as ticket booking rounds have offered a different selection of events to choose from, where
several luxury ambassadors are set to make appearances.

Les Journes Particulires 
Known as the ultimate immersive experience into the workings of LVMH houses, Les Journes Particulires is a free
event with global offerings. The event serves as an opportunity to highlight the talent and craftsmanship behind every
participating LVMH brand.

The event is also an ideal opportunity to intimately observe the savoir-faire of maisons.

As Belmond holds exhibitions, T iffany & Co. will also be opening its doors to its jewelry design workshops in New
York to the public for the first time.

Disparate workshops, tours, tastings, exhibitions will be happening globally.

Berluti is  beckoning consumers to discover its Bespoke Tailoring Workshop in Paris and Mot & Chandon is inviting
eventgoers to the the restored iconic residence Chteau de Saran.

Louis Vuitton is also propping open the doors to its new workshops in Vendme, among other house activations.
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TAG Heuer ambassador Patrick Dempsey discusses  dreams  in a promotional video for the event. Image credit: LVMH

American actor and ambassador for TAG Heuer Patrick Dempsey and French former basketball player and
ambassador for LVMH Mtiers d'Excellence Tony Parker are both featured in vignettes promoting the upcoming
event.

Consumers looking to book tickets or to view a complete program of events can visit lesjourneesparticulieres.com.

The event was originally launched in 2011, with this year's boasting 96 sites, featuring 57 maisons across 15
countries (see story).
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